G1 CONDITIONS
1. You must maintain a blood alcohol level of zero.
G1 drivers are not permitted to have any alcohol at all in their system at any time
when operating a vehicle. This is one of the G1 license restrictions that could result
in a suspension if you are caught driving with a blood alcohol level above zero.
2. A fully licensed driver with a blood alcohol level below 0.05%- and four-years
minimum driving experience must be in the passenger seat.
One of the G1 license rules requires G1 license holders to always have someone
with four years experience and who is sober in the passenger seat. This G1
restriction ensures that a driver is available to take over at the wheel if necessary.
You cannot have any other passengers in the front seat of the car to be in
accordance with Ontario G1 restrictions. This is only one of the G1 passenger rules.
3. You may not have more passengers in the vehicle than there are seatbelts.
Although this is one of the G1 restrictions in Ontario, it is a general rule that should
be followed even after passing the G1 test. This goes beyond G1 conditions as
everyone in the car should always be wearing a seatbelt.
4. G1 Ontario restrictions prohibit driving on 400 highways and high-speed
expressways.
Among the driving restrictions for G1 license holders is that they can not drive on
400 highways. They are also prohibited from driving on any high-speed
expressways. This is because they require more driving skill and higher speed.
Certain areas in Ontario are exempted such as Northwest Ontario.
5. G1 driving hours are from 5:00 am through midnight.
From midnight to 5:00 am, G1 drivers may not be on the road, even if they are in
compliance with all of the other G1 restrictions. One of the G1 restrictions Ontario
drivers must follow is the observance of G1 hours. This is designed to keep G1
drivers off the road during some of the most dangerous hours.

